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4. The Cycle of Learning
Learning is cyclical by nature. We learn a new skill, enjoy what we have acquired, and
then go back to the beginning to get better at it, adapt and improve.

Portions of our learning are based on the experience of others. Certain crafts, such as
my personal hobby of glass blowing, began over 3,000 years ago. Many current glass
blowing techniques, although safer and less labour intensive, would be recognised by
those early craftsmen. No one could achieve glass blowing knowledge and skills from
scratch to the same level within their own lifetime. The skills have become an inseparable blend of the wisdom, ideas and creativity of our predecessors. Our craft of
animal training is no different, it evolves with our own generation of ideas as much as
imported learning, wisdom and ideas from other fields.

The commonly used phrases "back to basics" or "revisiting the foundations" can sink a
stone in the stomach. By implication, a lack in the basics or foundations equates to not
being good enough and in need of more attention. This is inaccurate. When I first
learn how to do something I am, by default, a beginner. Beginners are not experts or
fluent or masters, they are learners. To become expert we build our skills with practice
and experience, and this is achieved by re-examining those basic elements many times
and in many different ways. When we re-visit we bring a different perspective,
knowledge and experience.

I love to go back to basics and finding a way to improve, see more detail and view it
from a different angle. I am not chastising a lack of skill, I am self motivated to
improve. A different view.

The cycle of learning begins with:

1. The Cycle

We are familiar with the behaviour cycle. Depending on which training community you
are involved with the names can vary:
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Antecedent

Behaviour

Command

Activity

Cue

Stimulus

Consequence

Action

Reinforcement/Punishment

Task

Outcome

Result

Every training session, every interaction, every behaviour is part of this cycle, or loop.
For every behaviour there is an antecedent, and for every behaviour there is a consequence. I will examine the smallest detail as we go around in the cycle. All the events
are inter-relational. No behaviour is independent of its consequences, and many, many
antecedents can be associated with the same behaviour. How the three events impact
on each other becomes our craft and understanding. At some point we can influence
these events consciously or unconsciously.
The cycle can be complex and compound:
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1. Same behaviour with many different
antecedents:
Behaviour: Sit

Antecedents: lead-on, doorway, dinner
bowl, pay attention to me, watch the birds
etc. - maybe each with a different consequence.

Consequences: go for a walk, eat, training
opportunity, kill

2. Merged events in the same cycle: one
cycle but with many events at the same
time.

Behaviours: walking alongside, attention on
street, attention to person

3. Cycle after cycle

A reinforcer can be an antecedent for another cycle:
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A behaviour can be the antecendent for another cycle:

The complexities of the cycle itself and how they interlock with each other opens many
interesting questions which answer many of the puzzles that challenge us.
The cycle of learning belongs to the learner. It is theirs to respond or control, the
impact is to them, both internally and externally. Our input has different impact at
different times and at different points around the cycle.
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2. Sections within the cycle

These are the gaps between the three events:

Section X

Section Y
Section Z

between the antecedent and the behaviour, the time when the learner
begins to respond to the antecedent.

between the behaviour and the consequence. The clicker when used
will mark the start of this section

between the consequence and the next antecedent. This can begin
whilst the animal is eating food, after the animal has finished the food
or during the reinforcing activity.

These sections are usually measured in chronological periods. For example: how long
does Section X last? This is referred to as "latency", short latency implies a short time
between the antecedent and the behaviour. This time period will be dependent on
(among other things) the type of learning we are engineering, and whether we are
employing operant conditioning or respondent conditioning.
These sections and the time they take will tell us more about the learner than the
behaviour.
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A Section Z that is short indicates a learner ready to seek another cue and begin the
cycle again. But a learner that delays during this time may be inexperienced or
becoming tired. If they return to orientate for the cue but are distracted, it could be an
indication of mental fatigue. Even the most experienced learners can show this.

This is often the section where unexpected behaviours will appear. This is your
barometer of energy. I let my learner tell me the length of this period and ask for a cue
for another cycle - this is their control period. They may not be choosing which
behaviour we are working with, but they can choose when they are ready for another
repetition. Not a choice of what is on the dinner plate, but most certainly how fast they
eat.

Section Y, begins after the click. That does not imply that the click ends the behaviour, it
simply marks it. Whether the learner ends the behaviour or not gives you more information. If, on the click, the dog freezes and orientates to the source of reinforcement
(usually you) then the click will have halted the behaviour. But if, on the click, the dog
continues the behavior, your click is not marking what you hoped it would mark. It can
have the effect of marking the intention which is followed through and the learner will
end the behaviour in their own time.

The click itself is a cue as well as a marker - to orientate for reinforcement. That orientation is a conditioned response, voluntarily offered by the dog. If the food is delivered
to interrupt the behaviour, then the click will come to have that effect. If the reinforcer is
a thrown toy behind the dog, that will interrupt forward based intentions. Usually these
strong intentioned behaviours are present when the learner is in a state of arousal and
perhaps their ears are not reaching the parts of the brain that are in control.
Clicker Revolution : Kay Laurence
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It is always our priority to change the environment to remove the opportunity for error.

The Section Y can be quite lengthy in anticipation of the reinforcement. A click followed
by 5 seconds of silence and non-action can quickly destroy any value that came from
using a clicker. But a click, orientation, and travel towards a reinforcement station can
add real value to the reinforcer.

For dogs this animation to "go collect" will have a strong influence on the energy of the
next behaviour. The dog not only receives reinforcement, but can get the environment
(you) to change in their favour. This is a powerful event.

The converse will also affect the subsequent behaviour. On orientation, if the food
begins delivery direct to the dog - breakfast in bed - then the dog will become less
animated, stationary.

For either option the dog will need to learn the protocol and these two extremes are
cued directly after the click. Click and head towards the reinforcement station, or click
and move the treat straight towards the dog. The trainer must be aware of what they
intend to do, be clear about it and cannot afford to hesitate or dither. My dogs will
have learned several different patterns of reinforcement and, once established on the
first behaviour, will anticipate that pattern until it is changed.

For high energy behaviours or low energy behaviours, Section Y will have a strong
influence that will be difficult to contradict in the subsequent cycles. A low energy
delivery will reduce animation, and an high energy chase will increase animation.

Section X, between the cue and the behaviour will depend on the learner's history in
association with the behaviour. Fast access to the memory of the behaviour will result in
a quick response, poor access or competing cues
from the environment can result in a slow response.
If the learner has not

For behaviours that are work in progress, still
building with their temporary cue, this period can
be up to 5 seconds before a re-set may be needed.

For all behaviours there is an antecedent and this
may be the previous 10 successful cycles. The dog
will seek to repeat what has just been successful.
(Note: this is where the "show me something new"
protocol can get you into trouble, repeating what
has just been successful is an excellent way to
improve a behaviour. Dipping around seeking new
behaviour will disrupt a pathway to improvement.)
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responded within five
seconds I will re-set the environment to set them up for
success. A long time delay
whilst we "wait them out"
can be stressful. But I have
noticed a suspicious amount
of eyebrow wiggling in this
time period when the
behaviour is bubbling to the
top. An animated face with
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Treat throwing is a skill. You
NEED to be accurate and not
just toss with gung-ho abandonment. This is the dog's reward,
regard it with respect and value.
If your birthday present was
"somewhere in the house - go find
it", you may not feel this is such a
special day. For dogs, an
underarm, bowled, treat is far
easier to track than an over the
head in-flight treat. Dogs are
very good at watching below eye

As you repeat a cycle that initially spanned 5
seconds, you will see the Section X time reduce
on every repetition. If you do not have the
resources to accurately measure this section,
use video and you can count the number of
frames between each fixed point. Most videos
will record at 25 frames per second, and
somewhere in your editing software there will
be a frame counter.

The ending of one cycle impacts its energy
onto the next cycle, and the placement of the
reinforcer will act as a cue for the next
behaviour. This is not a lure, just a cue.

Example: teaching a dog to run to you and
stand in front, poised for a cue. This is a foundation and opening behaviour for most learning sessions. To teach this, I will throw a
treat as far away as is safe and still visible for the dog. The dog will run to get the
treat.
This is where I begin, it is my opening point. Provided there is nothing in the environment calling for attention (a new smell to explore, other dogs, toys etc) the dog will
come back to the source of that treat, me. I click, dog looks at my hand, and watches
me throw the treat again.

Having time for sessions to learn to
bowl will pay dividends, and yes,
you need to bowl with either hand,
accurate in both distance and
speed. I'm sure your dog will help
with these practice sessions! (We
had a client who arrived with
perfect treats for distance training these were the most excellent
Mozzarella balls, about the size of
a large ping-pong ball, quickly
edible for this large dog. I added
these to my shopping list until I
arrived at the cheese counter! Wow,
need a Mozzarella farm to use
them regularly.)
Clicker Revolution : Kay Laurence
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This cycle of arrive > click> orientate> throw, will begin to get faster, Section Z will
include a faster speed of the dog.

This is the one behaviour that alone can demonstrate the power of clicker training. A
puppy will not return to where they eat the treat, they will always return to where the
process of a treat being delivered is started - in other words in front of the Relevant
Person. For many people that watch clicker training when the treat is delivered in the
location of the behaviour the impact of a clicker can be lost. I love this demonstration it also gives me excellent information about the learner's confidence, understanding
and energy levels. The way they return seeking the next cue is vital information.

A: Where do we begin the cycle?

Our first step as part of the planning of the three events is to consider where we begin
in the cycle. I like to let the learner begin the lesson with a mindset that is open and
ready, able for focus, choosing to come to the lesson.

I begin at C - a consequence. Training within a cycle leaves the learner with an
indelible memory of what has just been received. That last piece of chicken stimulates
the dog to look for the antecedent, or cue, and strive again to earn another reinforcer.
Not only spelling the earnings available, but giving clear cue we are going into the
Learning Cycle, or a training-learning session.
From this first consequence I will evaluate how the learner orientates. If the environment demands their focus, then my planned cycle is not ready to begin. If the dog
orientates to me with the "give me a cue, I'm ready" outlook, then I conclude they are
comfortable, secure and able to focus - they have the energy and attitude to learn.

Even if my learner is on memory practice: cues and their associated behaviours, I open
with the reinforcer.

B: Stepping into a cycle

Sometimes a cycle is happening without our intervention and we step into this cycle
deliberately causing a shift by increasing the occurrence or attaching an additional cue
that can be easily used by human managers. For example: teach a puppy to urinate at
a specific location or on a cue.

This cycle deserves a deep understanding since a clean housemate becomes an
important part of living together. Or, more accurately, an unclean housemate can
threaten the end of a relationship. Yep, human or canine.

Full bladders in puppies will occur when they have been sleeping or exercising.
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When resting the body will be busy cleansing the system, building and repairing. The
outcome of this process is production of urine. It is a point to question whether the
fullness of a bladder wakes the pup, or a natural wakefulness occurs and then the
sensation of the a full bladder triggers our chain of behaviours. Young animals sleep
very deeply, so I suspect the second conclusion, older animals sleep lighter so I suspect
the fullness may well trigger wakefulness. Although Mabel Gordon was famous for
putting the physical comfort of sleeping well above the discomfort of a full bladder.
Gordon Girl bladders are of extremely high capacity and can exceed 12 hours without
apparent stress. She could pee for England, but not before 11am when the garden
reached a certain level of warmth.

Exercise, and particularly increased levels of arousal, will push the metabolism into
higher production with an increase in the need to urinate. Especially in boy pups.

From this we can anticipate that the need to urinate will occur on waking, even if the
nap is only 30 minutes, and when playing or being excited.

This behaviour is a chain: firstly, seeking relief from a full bladder and secondly,
urinating in the appropriate location. Baby
puppies up to about 2 weeks will not
urinate on their own, even when their
bladder is full. In fact they will poison their
system and risk fatality if not stimulated to
empty their bladders with their dam's
licking. Orphan puppies or post caesarean
pups need human intervention mimicking
this stimulation for both urination and
defecation. Pups are nest born and the
nest is only kept clean by re-ingestion of their waste by their dam. Absence of the dam
does not equate to a dirty nest, just very sick pups.

At about 2 weeks, their eyes barely beginning to open, the pups will begin to move
about and detect the nest sleeping area and the nest exterior. This is most likely
detected by a reduction in temperature, and the freshly mobile pups will move away to
urinate. Their first upright experience is often a need to poo, rather than a need to sit
up!

This instinctive need to keep a nest clean is in its developmental stage between 2-4
weeks and will develop so strongly that we can extend the nest to a relatively enormous
area. But if this exploratory urge to move from the nest to urinate or defecate is
suppressed, it will then need to be a learned behaviour that can only be successful with
diligent training over many, many months.
Clicker Revolution : Kay Laurence
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After the innate response to keep the nest clean has had time to establish, the second
behaviour in the chain (urination) can be managed through removal of the first
behaviour (leaving the nest). The pup is confined to a crate that is only a nest area,
which is often no larger than the curled up pup. Because their instinct to avoid soiling
their nest is strong, even at 8 weeks, they will whimper when they need to empty their
bladder. This is used to achieve good results for an overnight clean pup. It should not
be expected that an 8 week old pup be confined for more than 6 hours overnight.
Extensive confinement can extinguish the instinctive clean nest response and damage
that response for life.

A pup that is playing is invariably not in their nest and will often take the opportunity to
pee and play on. Playing pups need extra vigilance to recognise that momentary pause
before peeing. Boy pups seem to be able to pee and play at the same time ......
As external observers we cannot recognise the antecedent. We only know it is occurring
because the first behaviour begins - seeking the location. Experienced breeders and
owners will recognise this pattern and step into the cycle at this point. The chain of
behaviour 1) and then behaviour 2) is interrupted by moving the pup to a humanchosen location. Behaviour 2) is then left to happen. This is then reinforced. By adding
reinforcement (a treat) in a specific location when the antecedent is present, the new
cycle of seeking the location with added reinforcement is begun and reinforced by the
human.
The antecedent for this second cycle is the presence of a human, and the indoor environment. (If we are lucky, behaviour 2 will not happen when the antecedents for the
second cycle are not present - no human, no urinate. But as we know this will not
override building discomfort. As a breeder and floor cleaner I am not unhappy when a
puppy pees in the house. So, it take a couple of minutes to clean up which is a small
price for me to pay to relieve an uncomfortable and distressed pup.)

Our second cycle can have additional cues which can be verbal and physical. We give
the cue to "hurry up" or "be quick" and, on the successful completion of the behaviour,
reinforce. Our physical cue may be the standing still whilst holding the lead over a
suitable patch of ground. We now have a modified cycle which occurs when the
bladder is not full, but the outcome is an empty bladder. This is more than useful as a
preparation for confinement or location at some distance from a suitable peeing
location, also known as a hotel room on the 18th floor.

In this example we have "stepped into" an existing cycle, made slight modification,
added a reinforcer and associated additional management cues. This is referred to as
capturing a behaviour. But I think that term can imply waiting with thumb-poised
clickers for this spontaneous occurrence, when - with good observation and a little
planning - we can predictably and easily step into their cycle.
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We can step into many different naturally occurring cycles. I will cue my dogs to take a
drink when presented with water, stand with stillness when something unfamiliar is
happening, and settle down when they naturally begin their bed making process.
These are some of the most powerful behaviours that become necessary management
tools. By learning this process we can begin to communicate very effectively to the dog
which of their natural behaviours would be suitable for this time and moment and
subsequently open to reinforcement. It also works effectively with sheep, chickens and
teenagers .....

3. Cycles have rhythms

The behaviour is not done until the animal is in a position to do
another.

When you watch an experienced partnership the game of cycles will seem like a
conversation with a particular cadence to it. Here is a cue, I know that, here is the
behaviour, that is cool, take a reinforcer, here is a different cue .....

The trainer will control the pace of the cycle to complement the behaviour in energy
and reinforcement. They may adjust the delivery of one section to affect the behaviour.

For a young animal struggling to find the correct proprioception for a behaviour, such
as a sit, the trainer will slow down Section Z of the cycle and reduce the energy. This
will allow the youngster time to respond at a pace where they can be successful. Tuck
all those gangly legs into the right spot to result in the best, perfect, sitting posture.
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Proprioception is a function of the brain where one part of the body has a sense of
where it is and what it is doing. The person that can be reading a book and reach out
for the cup of tea without needing to look at it. Walking upstairs whilst texting.

Proprioceptive skills are at the core of physical movements. They will undergo alteration
as a young body grows. The dog that, at 16 weeks, could climb a staircase or run
under a coffee table, will have "lost" that ability at 9 months and look awkward. A
stroke can affect proprioception skills and recovery will require these to be learned
again. Typing without looking at the keyboard is a high level proprioception skill with
fine detail. It takes time and extensive practice to learn.

Part of our training is to supervise this development in fine detail, building a physically,
well conditioned learner able to perform the behaviours with skill, strength and
balance. The result is a confident movement without tension. This speed of behaviour
will naturally increase as these elements develop, which is your evidence of these
elements progressing. To force the behaviour to happen at the final speed is not an
indication of the presence of skill, strength or balance. In fact it is more likely to induce
error and loss of confidence. The result will look rushed or hurried.

Not only must the trainer ensure the speed of the cycle is suited to the learner's skill
level, but also be able to construct the component cycles to build the final, skilful and
competent behaviour.
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